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KHACHATRYAN Piano Sonatas: in f♯, op. 2, “Battle of Avarayr”; in c♯, op. 1, “David 
of Sassoun” • Grigor Khachatryan (pn) • ALBANY 1795/96 (2 CDs: 89:46) 
 
The underlying concept behind this twofer is freedom. Brought up in post-Soviet Armenia, 
Grigor Khachatryan, in both of these sonatas, aims to honor the men and women who gave their 
lives in battle to protect human liberty. Hence the disc’s title, Spirit of Freedom. Both sonatas 
were composed in 2019. 
 
The First Sonata (heard on the second disc, for some reason) explores the legendary Armenian 
figure of David of Sassoun; the subtitle specifically refers to the traditional text David of 
Sassoun, the third cycle of the epic The Daredevils of Sassoun. There are Biblical parallels to the 
story, as this David can be mapped on King David, while the strongman Lion Mher can be linked 
to Samson. There is a battle in which David, helped by his father’s armor, sword, and 
supernatural horse, defeats his enemies and saves his homeland. The first part is a 
brief Moderato that unfolds unhurriedly; the ensuing Allegro vivace, which stretches over a 
quarter of an hour, has a sense peace which is disturbed by more animated gestures. Like all of 
Khachatryan’s music here, the music poses many technical challenges; it goes without saying 
perhaps that Khachatryan is his own best interpreter. The most desolate spaces of the two sonatas 
come in the Grave cantabile; consolation comes in the gently rocking Adagio the follows 
(Khachatryan’s right-hand legato here is remarkably dolce). The finale, marked Allegro con 
fuoco ma non troppo, has a primary theme that boasts a folkish tinge. There are some tricky 
rhythmic passages, performed with aplomb by the composer. 
 
The Second Sonata opens with an energetic Presto e molto agitato, pounding bass rhythms 
offering an elemental slant (and in complete contrast to the first movement of Khachatryan’s op. 
1). There is a meltingly tender Moderato appassionato that follows, the melodies poignant and, 
perhaps, folk-influenced. The work’s subtitle, “Battle of Avarayr” is explained in much detail in 
the booklet notes: It concerns a religious war between the Armenians, who fought for religious 
freedom, and the Sassanid capital, Ctesiphon, which sought to convert the Armenians from 
Christianity to Zoroastrianism. The battle took place on May 26, 481 on a plain where now sits 
the Turkish/Iranian border. Over the course of this 12-minute movement, Khachatryan paints a 
desolate field of songs. There appears to be a narrative being built up, continuing with the march 
that forms the third movement. A desperately sad contrasting section seems to speak of the heart 
of his expression, while a deeply dolorous opening to the finale (marked Grave) leads to a 
dynamic, bass-driven finale proper, like much of Khachatryan’s music highly gestural. 
 
Poignantly dedicated to the memory of Khachatryan’s teacher, Professor Luba Edlina-Dubinsky 
(with whom he studied at the Jacobs School of Music at Indiana University), this is a fascinating 
set of performances. The recorded sound would benefit from a little more space, and the upper 
frequencies need more body to them. Khachatryan is credited not only as composer and pianist 
but also as recording engineer. He also hosts a “YouTube Conservatory” that is well worth 
investigating and includes performances, explanations of pieces, and even tutorials on the 
Sibelius music program. Colin Clarke 
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